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ABSTRACT

the effect at small crack lengths more important to
the overall fatigue life. With the current push for reduction in chromate containing coatings due to
health and environmental concerns, an unintended
consequence of chromate removal could be that
component lives will suffer due to the lack of corrosion protection near the crack tip. This research
adds methods for thin film atmospheric corrosion
testing into the pit-to-crack methodology previously
developed, increasing the understanding of environmental effects on crack growth.

Pollutants, airborne salts, and other contaminates
have been shown to produce accelerated crack
growth rates under thin film environments. The current research was conducted to generate crack
growth rate data evaluating the effects of atmospherically relevant thin film environments on small
cracks nucleating from corrosion pits. Tests were
conducted in lab air, full immersion in salt water, and
under atmospheric thin film environments rehydrated
by controlled relative humidity. Inhibitors were added
to both the full immersion and the thin film environments to evaluate the inhibitor’s effect on crack
growth rate. Crack growth rates are important to the
corrosion fatigue community as chromate containing
primers and corrosion protective coatings provide
electrochemical protection to components in the
small crack growth regime. Inhibitors offer protection
by chemically altering the local environment around
the crack tip, slowing the crack growth through the
material by reducing the impact of the aggressive
environment. Reduction of fatigue crack growth rate
at these small crack sizes can provide a large increase in the fatigue life of a component. The effect
of chromate or other inhibitors, is potentially lessened as the crack becomes larger since the environment has less influence on crack growth when
the mechanical crack driving force approaches and
eventually overcomes the environmental effect as
crack length increases. The reduction in effectiveness as the large crack geometry dominates, makes

INTRODUCTION
Corrosion pits in aircraft structure have long been
known for their role in crack nucleation (1). The significance of pits in aircraft structure with respect to
aircraft maintenance, can be differentiated by the
maintenance philosophy of the aircraft. The two primary methods for maintaining the structural integrity
of military aircraft currently in use today, damage
tolerance and safe life, tend to ignore these small
cracks nucleating from pits. For a given crack that
nucleates from a corrosion pit, the majority of the
component life is spent nucleating and growing the
crack in the mechanically small crack length scale.
In this case, mechanically small is considered to be
on the order of the largest grain dimension. These
small cracks from pits are of no consequence to fleet
managers using damage tolerant designs because
such small crack growth occurs in the time to propagate the 0.05 in (1.27 mm) rogue flaw already as-
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sumed to be present in the component. The safe-life
management approach uses some of this flaw information to make assumptions when calculating
component life, but does not allow for extension of
component life beyond its designed life. The additional data generated by this test method could provide valuable information, that when used in conjunction with predictions based on usage and environment, allow maintainers to equate damage accumulation during component life to make fracture
mechanics predictions beyond the components original designed life. Furthermore, any change in the
part coating or environment that may be more aggressive or beneficial may not be accounted for in
the component life. To be conservative, safe life
methodology uses a harsher environment to calculate the time required to propagate a crack to 0.01
in. (0.25 mm). Research into chromate coatings (2)
have shown a reduction in crack growth rates in the
long crack lengths, however influences in the crack
growth rates in the small crack range can be even
more significant. The exponential nature of crack
growth can magnify any small change in either crack
nucleation time, or crack growth rate, resulting in
large changes to the total life of the component. Currently it is neither fully understood what level of protection chromate provides during early crack growth,
nor is there a standardized test methodology for research to produce quality, comparable data. The
push for less toxic materials is changing the chemistry of some primers and full consequences of the
changes should be understood by designers and
maintainers prior to implementation. This test protocol is designed to give researchers a tool which can
provide data to evaluate these small changes in
crack growth allowing better prediction and modeling
techniques for cracks nucleating from corrosion pits.

developed the basic mechanics of the test method,
including specimen geometry and direct current potential drop (DCPD) techniques. Specifically, the
DCPD techniques were refined to use best practices
as related to calibration testing in laboratory air, and
subsequent full immersion tests in salt water and
inhibited environments. This work leverages the previously developed and validated specimen design,
DCPD crack length monitoring methods, and test
methodology to increase the testing relevance to
include a more operationally relevant environment
under thin atmospheric salt films. Open hole specimens were fabricated from legacy aluminum alloy
7075-T651 material made for the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Structural Integrity Prognosis System (SIPS) program (5). The
7075 aluminum alloy has been characterized for fatigue performance, and the material behavior is understood. All data generated and compared in the
work has been from the same lot of material to allow
direct comparisons. Figure 1 shows an overview of
the open hole specimen designed for the pit-to-crack
testing.

Previous research has focused on full immersion
testing, however while still an industry standard, immersion of specimens in liquid environments does
not represent what happens during normal aircraft
operational environments. Pollutants, airborne salts,
and other contaminates have been shown to provide
a more aggressive crack growth rate under thin film
environments (3) and this research is aimed to show
their effects on the small crack growth in the pit to
crack transition.

Figure 1
Open Hole Specimen Geometry

The specimen described in Figure 1 was validated
by correlating normalized DCPD voltages to fracture
surface measurements. Then creating an equation
to relate the normalized DCPD voltage to a crack
length (6). This calculated crack length is used in the
fatigue crack growth rate calculations for each test.
The crack nucleating from the corrosion pit does not
grow to become a through crack before fracturing
the ligament between the hole and specimen edge.
As such, two crack lengths can be measured
throughout the test. The crack length in the a direction is defined as the crack tip growing parallel to the
hole depth, while the crack length in the c direction
is the crack tip growing parallel to the specimen
width. The calculated values of both crack tips (a

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Previous work performed by SAFE for the Office of
Naval Research (ONR) had developed a methodology for testing the effect of environment on the transition between an existing corrosion pit through nucleation to a fatigue crack (4). The previous work
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and c) are then modeled in AFGROW to produce the
geometric correction factor, beta (β) based on the
size and progression of the crack front. Once the
beta factor is calculated from the crack geometry a
stress intensity can be calculated based on the applied stress and geometry.

2. Clean the surface of the specimen and the
leads (aka DCPD sensing leads, probe
wires or probes) of the DCPD wire with alcohol or other degreaser to prepare the surface for welding.
3. Temporarily secure the leads of the specimen near the pit.

Specimen preparation involves three major areas,
specimen pitting, DCPD lead wire attachment, and
thin film application. Keeping the preparation between specimens consistent is required for production of repeatable data. For that reason, each of the
major preparation steps uses best practices to produce consistently prepared specimens. In this testing a laboratory generated corrosion pit is placed on
the corner of the hole bore. These laboratory generated pits are formed from an electro-chemical process which produces a rough surface morphology
that is similar to pits observed in service. The rough
surface morphology is desired because the typical
nucleating features tend to be micro-pits that form at
the bulk material and pit surface interface (7). Typically, these small surface features produce a stress
concentration large enough to promote crack nucleation. Full details of the pitting procedure can be
found reference (8). A summary of the basic pitting
process steps is outlined below:

4. Position the DCPD leads as near to the pit
as possible without damaging the specimen
surface near the pit.
5. Lower the spot weld probe tip into contact
with the DCPD wire.
6. Fire the electric pulse.
To create the thin layer of salt on the part surface,
this test method refined a hand deposition method
for creating the atmospherically relevant thin films on
the open hole specimen surface. Methanol was used
as the medium in which to transport the salt in order
to form an even coating on the specimen surface.
This was achieved by dissolving sodium chloride in
methanol at a rate of 0.005 oz. (140 milligrams) of
NaCl per 1.691 fl. oz. (50 milliliters) of methanol. The
mixture was then dispensed by pipet onto the specimen surface at a dosing rate of 400 micrograms per
square centimeter. The 400 micrograms salt load
was chosen to provide an accelerated test with respect to measured atmospheric deposition rates (9).
After the salt mixture was dispensed by pipet the
methanol was then allowed to evaporate, depositing
the dissolved salt. Initial trials of salt coverage by the
hand deposition method resulted in an uneven coating of salt across the specimen surface. Due to the
surface tension in the methanol and changing concentration of salt while the methanol evaporates, the
solution would wet the surface and dry unevenly.
The salt would appear to increase in concentration
at the edges while the droplet was evaporating. This
would allow the salt to produce a thicker layer as the
edges dry first and the center last. As the edges
dried and the drying progressed inward toward the
center, the concentration of salt would build up in the
middle of the drop causing a gradient in the salt
concentration from the edges to the center of the
applied salt solution. The uneven salt concentration
produced by the natural evaporation of methanol
was insufficient to provide a consistent salt film. It
was theorized that an increase in the evaporation
rate would help reduce the chances for the salt to
form along edges of the droplets. To increase the
rate at which the methanol would evaporate forced
air was used on the specimen surface while be dispensed from the pipet. A fan was used to force air
across the specimen surface while the salt and

1. Make a hole the same size as the desired pit
in a piece of vinyl tape.
2. Adhere the tape with the hole centered on
the desired pit location.
3. Mask off all areas of bare metal aside from
the hole in the tape and an area for the constant current lead to be attached.
4. Submerge the specimen in the pitting solution.
5. Apply a constant current through the specimen.
6. Allow the electrochemical reaction to take
place for the desired amount of time to produce the desired pit size. A table relating
current and desired pit size is shown in the
full procedure.
With the pit placed on the specimen the next step is
attaching the DCPD wires to facilitate crack length
monitoring. The DCPD sensing wires are attached
according to the spot welding protocol with the basic
steps outlined below and the full method discussed
in reference (8).
1. Affix the specimen into the specimen holder
under the microscope.
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methanol was applied. This resulted in a quicker
drying time, but was not fast enough to prevent the
uneven distribution of salt. To produce an even
higher evaporation rate a heat gun was used to apply heat directly to the specimen surface. The specimen surface was warmed to approximately 100 °F
the salt and methanol solution deposited on the surface. The methanol solution evaporated much faster
than the forced air method but not fast enough as
the salt distribution was still uneven. Additionally
during the time it takes for the methanol to evaporate it would rewet previously dried salt and redisperse the salt within the confines of the newly wetted
area changing the salt concentration of previously
deposited salt. The next step was to heat the specimen with the heat gun to approximately 130 °F. At
this temperature, the surface is hot enough that
when a drop of the salt solution hits the specimen
the methanol evaporates immediately leaving behind
the salt in an even coat where the droplet hit the
specimen surface. Droplets could then be spread
about the surface in a more even fashion resulting in
an evenly coated surface. The surface may require
reheating to keep the temperature in this range.
Heating the surface much beyond the 140 °F temperature range would bring the methanol beyond its
Leidenfrost point. At this point the methanol stays in
its droplet form with a thin layer of air insulating it
from the specimen surface keeping the salt from
being deposited on the surface. This condition also
frequently leads to the droplet falling off the specimen. Care needs to be taken to avoid excessive
heat as this can change the aluminum temper. Even
at the highest temperatures of 160-180 °F, there is
little effect on the temper of the aluminum.

throughout the chromate portion of fatigue testing.
The primer contains 15 percent by weight of chromium, representing realistic chromium levels expected
on an aircraft. The primer was mixed thoroughly and
applied in thin coats to cover the entire specimen
surface. This primer was used due to its availability,
but any chromate containing corrosion prevention
coating could be used. After application, the primed
surface was allowed to air dry between each coat. A
specimen was coated until the dried primer surface
was opaque, with a hint of the yellow color starting
to buildup. In service, the primer epoxy would then
be cured. For the subsequent testing the primer was
left in the uncured state to avoid having the epoxy
seal the corrosion pit from the environment. After
primer application, the salt was then deposited on
the dried, but not cured, primer. Unlike the salt deposition, during the epoxy primer application added
heat was not used because it was possible that the
heating of the specimen surface may flash cure the
outside of the primer and affect both the interaction
of salt and chromate transportation, as well as environmental ingress to the corrosion pit. Even though
the primer would be cured completely on an actual
aircraft, it was not the objective of this test program
to investigate this mechanism. The primer was left
uncured in order to facilitate faster and easier transportation of chromium to the crack tip due to the
chromium not having to leech out through the cured
epoxy. The use of the primer was an attempt to provide relevant levels of chromium as seen by aircraft
primers. A second amount of chromate concentration was added to the fatigue testing to test the effect of chromate concentrations approaching the
solubility limit on fatigue crack growth rates of short
cracks. Strontium chromate was chosen for its high
solubility in water, and was dissolved in distilled water at a concentration of 4.7 mM. The strontium
chromate solution was then dispensed by pipet in a
similar fashion as the salt and methanol solution.
The 4.7 mM concentration of chromate and water
represents the maximum amount of chromate that
can come out of a corrosion prevention coating and
be available for crack tip protection. The summary
steps for hand deposition of thin films salts over
chromated primer is shown below:

The hand deposition method can be summarized by
the following:
1. Mix methanol and salt to the desired concentration
2. Heat specimen to approximately 130 °F
3. Dose specimen with pipet, repeat as necessary to achieve the desired salt loading
It is currently theorized that some of the advantages
of using chromated primers comes from the ability of
the primer to transport chromium out of the coating
and into the crack tip to inhibit environmentally assisted cracking (8). The typical source of the chromium is from the corrosion prevention coatings applied
to aircraft parts. To replicate the typical amounts of
chromium available for transport to the crack tip for
inhibition, specimen surfaces were coated with an
airframe primer. Cytec BR6747-1 water-based
epoxy primer was used as the chromate source

1. Mix primer thoroughly to mix the solids back
into solution
2. Apply mixed primer solution to color/thickness ensuing fully coated areas with
equal concentration
3. Allow primer to dry (water to evaporate) prior
to salt application
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4. Apply salt and methanol mixture to required
salt loading

ing a single weld and causing the loss of all data
from a specimen. When welding multiple spot welds
across a specimen the averaging produces a smaller noise level of the DCPD signal. While this method
reduces the amount of noise in the signal, it also
reduces the amount of sensitivity for the system. For
the most precise measurements, the DCPD leads
should be as close to the pit as possible. Typically
for the open hole geometry this is a spacing of one
millimeter, 0.5 mm above and below the centerline
of the pit, and about 0.5 mm from the edge of the
hole bore. For the best resolution, spot welds must
be as close to the corrosion pit as possible and
evenly spaced. From a practical application, approximately 0.5 mm spacing of the DCPD lead wires
from the specimen centerline, and 0.5 mm spacing
from the hole edge provide the best tradeoff between room for spot welding and DCPD data quality.
Figure 2 and Figure 3 give an overview of the DCPD
lead wire attachment differences between the single
and stitched leads. In Figure 2 and Figure 3 the corrosion pit is represented by the red dot touching the
hole edge, while the DCPD spot welds are represented by black dots.

5. Allow each application of salt to dry on the
specimen surface prior to next application
6. Coat salt solution evenly over entire specimen surface including the recess between
the epoxy covering the DCPD lead wires
As part of the development work to improve DCPD
performance, an investigation into DCPD lead wire
material was also performed. In previous work platinum wire was used as the DCPD lead wire, but high
material cost as well as issues with galvanic corrosion protection between the aluminum and platinum
prompted a study into copper DCPD wire material.
Initial testing performed with larger pit sizes, on the
order of 300 µm, found that non-optimized spot
welding parameters created a spot weld damage
site large enough to produce a stress concentration
that was larger than the induced pit which could lead
to preferentially nucleating cracks at the DCPD
leads rather than at the corrosion pits. Furthermore,
if smaller corrosion pits (approximately 150 µm in
diameter are desired) are used, the difference in
stress concentrations between the corrosion pit and
weld site becomes exacerbated. Platinum DCPD
wire helps to alleviate this problem by having a lower
resistance compared to the copper wire, theoretically reducing the weld site damage. The implementation of the platinum wires exposed a secondary effect that negated any of the advantages in the spot
weld damage size. When exposed to full immersion
in salt water the galvanic corrosion between the
aluminum base material and platinum DCPD wires
caused significant reduction in durability when any
defect in the DCPD wire protective coating was present. This galvanic couple allowed for a very aggressive corrosion at the weld interface and would
cause pitting and weld failures at a much higher rate
than the copper spot weld damage site. Current research is focused on the effect of the pit to crack
transition in a thin salt film environments as opposed
to full immersion. Prior research indicates that the
wetting and drying of these thin films could cause a
more aggressive corrosion environment than full
immersion (3). This additional severity prompts a
more robust protection scheme that is anchored by
the change from platinum to copper DCPD lead
wires.

Figure 2
Schematic of single DCPD lead wire placement

Further lead wire protection could be provided by
using a DCPD lead that is welded in more than one
location. This allows the change in DCPD signal to
be averaged out over multiple spot welds while
providing some insurance against corrosion attack-

Figure 3
Schematic of stitched DCPD lead wire placement
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The balance between how close the lead wires are
placed to each other, corrosion pit, and hole edge all
factor in to the amount of effort to accurately place
the leads. Additionally, how close the leads are to
the hole edge also has a reliability risk. The closer
the leads are to the hole edge the higher the probability of a defect causing the weld to spark, creating
weld splatter. The resulting defect becomes larger
than the corrosion pit making this new defect the
most likely crack nucleation point, thus ruining the
specimen. The difference in signal between a DCPD
lead with multiple welds across the specimen surface and one with a single weld is enough to require
a different specimen calibration equation.
During specimen fabrication, the machine shop did
not keep the orientation of the specimen consistent
with regards to the grain direction. This misalignment resulted in a rotation of the grain direction as it
relates to the drilled hole. The longitudinal axis of the
specimen is still parallel to the rolling direction; however, the hole bore is no longer perpendicular to the
S-T grain direction. The result is that the grain orientation is slightly different from specimen to specimen. It is expected that crack growth through the
twisted L-T plane will not differ significantly, as crack
front is still going through roughly the same grain
structures as a normal fatigue crack (10). Fatigue
testing was performed to verify that these specimens
did not exhibit a large difference in the crack growth
rate. Similar crack growth rates would indicate that
the specimens with grain directions rotated about
the L-axis can still be used to avoid rework.

Figure 4
Schematic of marker spectrum

To allow for direct comparison between all data sets
generated in this work as well as comparisons to
previously tested open hole data (4), the marker
spectrum with a maximum stress of 125 MPa was
used. Fatigue testing was split into three environmental conditions, laboratory air, full immersion, and
atmospherically relevant thin film testing. Baseline
fatigue tests were conducted in lab-air using DCPD
methods to collect fatigue crack growth rate data.
Specimen loading was conducted with a variable
amplitude “marker band” test spectrum to aid in
post-test crack growth reconstruction. Post-test fracture surface reconstruction was carried out via
scanning electron microscope (SEM). The post-test
reconstruction of the fracture surface provides critical information required to calibrate the open hole
test specimen. All tests were conducted at a maximum remote stress (Smax) of 125 MPa, maximum
applied load (Pmax) of 4 kN at a stress ratio of R =
0.65 and a frequency of 10 Hz. After the fatigue test
concluded, the fracture surface mapping coupled
with known cycle counts enabled reconstruction of
the specimen crack front allowing correlation between the crack lengths and cycles. Knowing the
reconstructed crack growth history also allows the
estimation of key points of interest, such as estimation of nucleation time and periphery crack formation
during crack growth. Periphery crack (crack that
meets both the plane surfaces) formation is particularly important as this is the earliest time that crack
growth predictions can be made. Using the normalized DCPD voltage and plotting against the marker
band measured crack lengths a calibration curve
relating the two can be created. Figure 5 shows the
calibration curve for the open hole specimens.

Once pitted, welded, and leads protected, all specimens were fatigue tested using a servo-hydraulic
load frame. All fatigue testing was performed at a
maximum applied stress of 125 MPa with a variable
amplitude marker spectrum at a stress ratio (R) of
0.65. The marker spectrum is a sequence of loads
applied in blocks to produce visible markers on the
fracture surface. The spectrum alternates between
load cycles at 100 percent of the maximum applied
load and 80 percent of the maximum load in bands
of 100 and 10 cycles. This is graphically represented
in Figure 4. These visible markers can be used to
correlate crack length to cycles during post-test data
analysis allowing for a reconstruction of the crack
path and growth rates.
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time and exposure, but in these test conditions it is
expected to provide the desired reduction in fatigue
life. The first full immersion test was prepared by
creating a 150 µm diameter pit at the corner of the
hole. Once pitted, the DCPD leads were spot welded
to the specimen and the specimen was secured in
the test chamber and filled with 0.06M salt water
solution. The specimen was then tested with the 104-6 marker spectrum. During post-test analysis, it
was discovered that the platinum DCPD lead wires
had begun to corrode at the spot-welds. It was only
by chance that the crack nucleated and grew to fracture before the leads were corroded off the specimen. The next few full immersion tests had a different outcome with lead wire failures within the first
few hours after immersion. Effort then shifted to protecting the DCPD leads throughout the full immersion testing. Ultimately a two-step epoxy coating
system was used to protect the leads. The first step
was an epoxy that kept slightly soft after cure to allow the bonded area a small amount of flexibility. A
second epoxy was then applied over the first. The
second epoxy was a marine toughened epoxy suitable for salt water bonding. The combination of the
two epoxies proved sufficient to execute the remainder of the open hole tests carried out in full immersion.

Figure 5
DCPD calibration curve for the open hole specimen
th

Fitting a 6 order polynomial trend line for each of
the two crack directions provides equations that relate each of the two crack directions to a single normalized voltage. By separating the two crack directions, both the ‘a’ and ‘c’ direction crack lengths are
correlated independently. The results generated in
laboratory air was required to create crack growth
calculations for subsequent tests in environment.
This baseline testing also validated crack growth
models in order to calculate the beta correction factors needed to calculate stress intensity values. Laboratory air was also used for baseline testing of the
twisted open hole specimens and the comparison
between the single spot weld and stitched spot
welded DCPD lead wires. This allowed the single
copper DCPD lead wire to be tested and compared
to the published SIPS data and also the data generated from laboratory air testing.

The next step in fatigue testing involved changing
the test environment from laboratory air and full immersion to atmospherically relevant salt film testing.
The concentration of thin salt films can be controlled
via the relative humidity (11). In short, as the relative
humidity moves from 100 percent down to the deliquescent point, the concentration of the salt solution
increases. The increase in concentration happens
until there is not enough water to form a solution
essentially making the salt a solid again. Multiple
atmospheric thin film corrosion environments were
investigated during this effort and compared to baseline testing. Baseline testing consisted of laboratory
air testing followed by testing in full immersion. Full
immersion testing was performed with the open hole
specimens immersed in 0.06M NaCl. The first thin
film atmospheric tests were conducted with hand
deposited salt rehydrated at 80% RH and tested at a
frequency of 1 Hz. Fatigue testing at atmospherically
relevant humidity levels was performed to address
the potential difference between the long crack effects previously reported, and the short cracking that
occurs as the fatigue crack transitions from the pit to
a fully formed corner fatigue crack. Comparisons
between laboratory air, full immersion in NaCl solution, and atmospheric environments can be made
from the resultant data.

After the calibrations from the air data have been
generated, fatigue testing was conducted in additional environments. The first environment was full
immersion in 0.06M sodium chloride. Initial testing in
full immersion found that the lead wire protection
was lacking. The salt water solution is known to accelerate crack growth significantly. The open hole
fatigue specimens tested in immersion were identical in geometry to those tested in lab air. The only
difference between the lab air and full immersion
testing was a change in test frequency. The frequency was slowed to 1 Hz in immersion from 10 Hz
in lab air. The reduction in test frequency allows
more time for the environment to affect the opened
crack tip. If the test frequency is too fast it will reduce
the effect of the environment driving the results
closer to those in air. This test frequency also affects
the potential effectiveness of future testing with added corrosion inhibitor and needed to be fixed at this
time to account for both test conditions. The 1 Hz
test frequency is ultimately a trade-off between test
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To build on the inhibitor work and to expand the test
environments, the interaction between chromate
deposited by hand on the specimen surface and the
thin salt film at both the solubility limit and at aircraft
relevant levels was fatigue tested at 0.2 Hz and at
90% RH. The two chromate levels were fatigue tested during this work to compare a relevant level of
chromium supplied by corrosion prevention coatings
to a theoretical limit based on the solubility limit of
chromate in water. The solubility limit of chromate in
water was used as water is the most likely medium
for the transfer of chromium under atmospheric conditions due to its availability as condensation or rain.
Other fluids could possibly wet out a part surface but
few are likely to allow higher solubility rates than
water.

Figure 6
SEM image of typical crack nucleation at the corrosion pit

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Initial testing of copper DCPD lead wires in laboratory air found that with basic spot weld settings, weld
site damage could be minimized sufficiently to promote crack nucleation from the corrosion pit. By minimizing the spot weld energy, and properly cleaning
the specimen and wire surfaces, mechanically solid
welds could be made with minimal impact on damage size. Specific settings can be found in Reference (8). The success rate throughout all subsequent tests can be summarized in the specimen test
results shown in Table 1.

To gain additional DCPD lead wire durability, an investigation into using multiple spot welds to attach
the DCPD lead wire across the specimen surface
was performed. Spot welding the wire in multiple
locations had the potential to eliminate a single point
of failure causing test stoppage and data loss. The
specimen was prepared as every other fatigue tested specimen, with the only difference being instead
of a single spot weld near the hole bore, four evenly
spaced welds were performed across the specimen
ligament. A schematic shown in Figure 3 shows an
overview of the lead wire placement and weld locations. For the best sensitivity, DCPD lead wires
should be spaced evenly and attached as close as
possible to the expected flaw. The specimen was
then tested at 1Hz in laboratory air with a maximum
applied stress of 125 MPa. The resulting DCPD data
is summarized by Figure 7 and Figure 10.

Table1
Fatigue test specimen overview
ID
Cycles to Failure
Failure Mode
125 Single Weld Lab Air
63,628
Pit Nucleation
125 Stitched Lab Air
41,087
Pit Nucleation
125 Twist Lab Air
52,833
Pit Nucleation
125 Twist Lab Air 2
61,957
Nucleation in Bore
125 Thin Salt 80% 1 Hz
42,722
Pit Nucleation
125 Thin Salt 80% 1 Hz 2
23,741
Pit Nucleation
125 Thin Salt 80% 1 Hz 3
39,018
Pit Nucleation
125 Thin Salt 90% 0.2 Hz
45,241
Pit Nucleation
125 Thin Salt 90% 0.2 Hz 2
45,883
Pit Nucleation
125 Thin Salt+Primer 90% 0.2 Hz
40,409
Pit Nucleation
125 Thin Salt+Primer 90% 0.2 Hz 2
40,410
Pit Nucleation
125 Thin Salt +SrCrO4 90% 0.2 Hz
54,545
Pit Nucleation

Frequecny (Hz)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

%RH
~25%
~25%
~25%
~25%
80%
80%
80%
90%
90%
90%
90%
90%

From the table, the nucleating feature for each of the
tests was a corrosion pit. The lone exception was a
laboratory air test that nucleated from deeper in the
thickness direction just outside the corrosion pit. The
nucleation site was still in the same plane as the
corrosion pit suggesting that the DCPD lead wires
had no influence on the crack nucleating feature.
Each specimen was evaluated under stereo or SEM
microscopy to verify that the fatigue crack nucleated
at the corrosion pit. An example image is shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 7
Comparison of normalized DCPD voltages between
single and stitched spot welds

From the normalized DCPD voltage data shown
Figure 7, it would appear that the crack growth rates
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of the stitched DCPD leads is different than the single weld. The stitched specimen has a much steeper
increase in slope as the crack accelerates to failure.
This is unlikely as both tests were done under laboratory air conditions meaning that crack growth rates
should be equal. Additionally, both pits are approximately the same size (within approximately 10 µm),
however even this difference in initial pit size is moot
once the crack transitions to a periphery crack. Rate
data between a normalized voltage value of 1.04
and 1.25 (Figure 8) show similar slopes suggesting
that crack sizes near periphery crack formation show
similar crack growth rates, and it is not until the 1.5
to 2.5 (Figure 9) normalized voltage values that the
rate changes again. It is this later change when the
corner crack is fully formed that suggests that the
DCPD field is changing as the crack grows beyond
one spot weld and toward another. The crack growth
rate data shown in Figure 10 shows a similar increase in crack growth rate, especially at the higher
ΔK values.

Figure 10
Fatigue crack growth rate comparison between single
weld and stitched DCPD leads

This is further shown in Figure 10 where comparisons between the crack growth rates of the two
specimens are shown. What is of note is that for the
small crack growth up to a ΔK of approximately six
the three plots are very similar, it is only after this
point that the increase in crack growth rate, is seen
in the stitched DCPD specimen. This would correspond to the increase in slope seen in the normalized voltage plots. The other two air specimens, the
single spot welded specimen and validation specimen, shown in Figure 10 remain at similar crack
growth rates to the published SIPS data. What has
changed is the DCPD voltage field. The multiple
spot welds have provided a more averaged sensing
of the crack location. This shift due to the averaging
is sufficient to invalidate the calibration equations
that were developed for a single spot weld at specific DCPD current and gain settings. Stitching the
DCPD leads may provide a more durable DCPD
connection but the loss in sensitivity and requirement for a new calibration equation provide enough
drawbacks that unless there are failures at the leads
stitching may not be useful. Other geometries such
as eccentrically-loaded single edge crack tension specimen (ESET), and compact tensions specimens (CT), have much larger notches, and much
more material inside the electrical path between two
DCPD sensing leads. The increase of both the notch
and additional material creates a much smaller difference between each spot weld in regards to the
change in resistance associated with a given amperage and by extension sacrifices sensitivity. Additionally, the epoxy lead wire protection scheme has
been proven to provide sufficient lead wire protection throughout normal test duration. Tests in aggressive salt environments with durations up to four
days have been performed regularly with the current
lead wire protection scheme.

Figure 8
Closer view of normalized DCPD voltages near periphery crack formation

Figure 9
Normalized DCPD voltages beyond periphery crack
formation
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To verify that fatigue crack growth rates would not
be impacted by the grain misalignment discussed
earlier, two specimens were polished and etched to
confirm the grain orientation. These specimens were
then pitted and welded as normal fatigue specimens
and tested at 125 MPa stress level in laboratory air
conditions. The fatigue crack growth rates of the two
twisted specimens were then compared to specimens that were machined with no grain rotation
about the L-axis. Comparisons of fatigue crack
growth rates between the twisted and straight specimens are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 12
Open hole specimen in test cell

Initial atmospheric corrosion testing was conducted
at 80% relative humidity with a frequency of 1 Hz.
The 10-4-6 marker load spectrum with a peak stress
of 125 MPa was applied. Tests were conducted until
specimen failure. Figure 13 compares the fatigue
crack growth rate curves between the air specimens
generated from past research (SIPS 0.65 data and
125 laboratory air) and the three replicates of the
specimens tested with thin salt films deposited on
the specimen surface then rehydrated in constant
relative humidity (125 Thin Salt 80% 1 Hz, 125 Thin
Salt 80% 1 Hz 2 and 125 Thin Salt 80% 1 Hz 3).

Figure 11
Comparison of twisted specimens crack growth data

There appears to be no difference in laboratory air
crack growth rate between the five sets of data. The
only observed difference is between the four open
hole specimens and the previously published SIPS
data. All four crack rates in air dip below the SIPS
data around a ΔK of 6 then match the increase in
crack growth rate until Paris region III. The crack
growth rates shown in the above data fall on top of
one another with no influence from the rotation of
the grain orientation about the L-axis on fatigue
crack growth rate.
To prepare the thin salt specimens, a mixture of salt
and methanol was deposited by pipet onto the two
flat surfaces of a pitted and welded open hole specimen. The specimens were then put inside a test
cell. A mixture of glycerin and water was added to
bring the inside of the test cell to a stable relative
humidity. The relative humidity can be controlled by
altering the ratio of glycerin to water added to the
cell (13). The glycerin and water mixture was separated from the specimen by a dam. Figure 12 shows
a specimen installed in the test cell and affixed to
the test frame.

Figure 13
Comparison of fatigue crack growth rates between
laboratory air and hydrated thin salt film test conditions
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As expected the hydrated thin salt specimens exhibited an increase in crack growth rate. Comparing the
laboratory air crack growth rates and the three sets
of data from the specimens tested in the 80% RH
environment with salt applied an upward shift in fatigue crack growth rate for a given ΔK can be observed. The increase in crack growth rate appears to
happen across the entire range of ΔK values.
In order to get more comparison data for the thin film
atmospheric corrosion tests, the environment was
changed to 90% relative humidity and test frequency
slowed to 0.2 Hz. The same stress level and marker
spectrum were used to keep the loading consistent
between tests. Figure 14 shows a comparison of the
fatigue crack curves between the 80% RH, 1 Hz
specimens (three replicates, 125 Thin Salt 80% 1
Hz, 125 Thin Salt 80% 1 Hz 2, and 125 Thin Salt
80% 1 Hz 3) and the 90% RH, 0.2 Hz specimens
(two replicates, 125 Thin Salt 90% 0.2 Hz 1 and 125
Thin Salt 90% 0.2 Hz 2). The difference in relative
humidity and frequency do not appear to be significant as the plots for each the fatigue crack growth
rate curves fall on top of one another.

Figure 15
Comparison between thin film salt in 90%RH and full
immersion

Atmospheric testing of thin salt films over uncured
primer showed an increase in fatigue crack growth
rate as compared to air. The crack acceleration was
on the same order of magnitude as the salt only data
suggesting that the chromate in the primer had no
effect on crack growth rates. Figure 16 shows crack
growth data for both the salt (125 Thin Salt 90% 0.2
Hz 1 and 125 Thin Salt 90% 0.2 Hz 2) and salt and
uncured primer at 90% RH (two replicates, 125 Thin
Salt+Primer 90% 0.2 Hz 1 and 125 Thin Salt+Primer
90% 0.2 Hz 2) and tested at 0.2 Hz.

Figure 14
Comparison of crack growth data between 80%RH at 1
Hz and 90%RH at 0.2 Hz

Figure 15 shows a comparison between a representative full immersion fatigue crack growth curve
(125 Full Immersion 0.06M NaCl) and thin film salt
application (two replicates, 125 Thin Salt 90% 0.2
Hz 1 and 125 Thin Salt 90% 0.2 Hz 2). The full immersion test was performed at the same 125 MPa
stress level with the open hole specimen geometry
while immersed in a 0.06M NaCl solution rather than
the rehydrated thin salt film. The acceleration of thin
film cracking appears to be of a similar rate to full
immersion under these test conditions.

Figure 16
Crack growth rate data comparing atmospheric thin
film salt deposited over uncured epoxy primer to thin
salt film data

No discernable difference was observed between
the salt film only tests and thin salt deposited over
the uncured primer. It was expected that the added
chromate may inhibit cracking. The crack acceleration in all tests where salt was deposited suggests
that the salt is getting into the crack tip and assisting
cracking, but for some reason the chromium is not.
This could be due to the lack of chromium available
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on the surface to be transported to the crack tip, or
that some geometry is preventing ingress. Additionally, the rate at which the chromium is diffused into
solution could be limiting the reaction. To eliminate
the possibility that the chromate concentration is too
low in the primer an additional test was performed
with strontium chromate dissolved into distilled water
at the solubility limit of chromium in water. This
chromate solution was then hand deposited by pipet
in a similar method to the salt, but since the water
was the transportation medium the time to dry was
significantly increased. Fifteen doses of chromate
solution were applied to each side of the specimen
2
to bring the total chromate to 400 µg/cm , the same
amount as the salt loading. Once the 15 doses of
2
chromate were applied and dried 400 µg/cm of salt
was deposited over the SrCrO4. The strontium
chromate was used to both increase the amount of
chromium present on the specimen surface as well
as eliminate the potential issues with trying to leech
chromate from the epoxy primer system. Figure 17
shows the fatigue crack growth rates of open hole
specimens tested with salt deposited over the epoxy
primer, as well as the strontium chromate.

open hole fatigue testing no specimen nucleated a
crack at the copper DCPD lead wire attachment spot
welds. The fact that the copper wired did not nucleate any fatigue cracks during testing shows that with
proper technique platinum wire is not required. The
added reliability coupled with the improved galvanic
corrosion resistance between the copper lead wires
and aluminum specimen indicates that copper lead
wires should be used to insure DCPD lead wire longevity during environmental exposures as long as
weld site damage does not change. The durability
gained with copper lead wires is important because
as soon as the lead wire attachment fails all subsequent data from the test specimen is lost. The contrary is true for the multiple spot welded or “stitched”
spot welded DCPD leads. The stitched DCPD lead
concept came from a desire to have a secondary
sensing path should one of the spot welds fail
through poor connection or through corrosive attack.
In theory, the stitched spot welds appear to provide
additional benefits over a single spot weld, but when
put into practice the ability of the leads to sense the
small crack growth suffered with the multiple spot
welds changing the DCPD voltage field. It may be
possible to create a new calibration curve that takes
into account the change in DCPD voltage field, but
with all things being equal the current lead protection
has proven up to the task of adequately protecting
the DCPD leads. The time investment to test specimens solely for the new calibration curve would not
be worth the added effort unless long test durations
are required and the current protection is inadequate.
Methods for hand deposition of thin film salts were
tested with success. The hand deposition for thin
salts showed good results in that an even coating of
salt throughout the specimen surface was easily performed. The challenge was the subsequent drying of
the salt and methanol solution. Initial tests kept creating high concentrations of salt near the edges of
the droplets. After trying forced air with little added
success, specimen heating was tried. Heating the
specimen with a heat gun to approximately 130 °F
proved to be the best solution. In this temperature
range the methanol would flash off leaving the dissolved salt to form an area of deposited salt where
the droplet made contact with the specimen surface.
This process could be repeated consistently to evenly cover the specimen surface. The resulting specimen surface would show small water droplets
spaced evenly across the salt treated surface when
exposed to the humid test cell environment. The
chromate deposit methods were also successful but
with a much higher drying time. The primer was the
easier of the two chromate sources to apply, but the

Figure 17
Comparison of SrCrO4 fatigue crack growth rates to
primered and thin salt specimen data

The fatigue crack growth data seen in Figure 17
shows that no change in crack growth rates was observed between the strontium chromate specimen
and primed specimens. Additionally, the specimens
with added chromate did not appear to have much
change from full immersion data.
DISCUSSION
Based on the results of the fatigue testing performed
during this test program, it can be concluded that
copper DCPD leads perform equally to platinum
leads in both laboratory conditions and surpass
them in atmospheric environments. Throughout
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surface tension of the epoxy and chromate made the
primer form beads if the surface finish was either too
smooth or too rough. However, one positive aspect
from the primer was that it did dry fairly quickly.
When a thin coat of primer was evenly applied, the
surface would no longer be capable of running after
a couple of minutes, and after a few minutes more
the surface would be dry enough for a touch up or
second coat. The most difficulty was had with the
strontium chromate dissolved in water. When keeping the chromate load even with the salt load, as
was the case for the maximum solubility testing, it
2
required 15 100 µL doses to deposit 400 µg/cm .
The drying time for the water and chromate was
roughly 10 minutes through normal evaporation. The
resulting drying also did not evenly distribute the
chromate across the part surface with each dose.
Again, heating the specimen was used to help accelerate the drying time. With a heat gun the specimen surface was heated to approximately 200 °F to
stay short of boiling the water. If the water started to
boil it was a sign that the specimen was too hot and
temper could potentially be changed. It was difficult
to keep an even coat of chromate throughout all 15
doses, but after 10 doses the chromate deposited on
the surface helps to spread the new doses with the
water from the new doses helping to evenly distribute the chromate. More aggressive heating of the
specimen surface will help with faster water evaporation.

of the testing, and should not be considered actual
threshold values.
Fatigue tests were initially conducted at 80% relative
humidity, then increased to 90% relative humidity in
an effort to make sure that there was opportunity for
the specimen surface to wet and transfer the salt
from the surface to the crack tip. The first couple of
atmospherically corroded specimens tested at 1 Hz
seemed to have too long of a fatigue life. Fatigue
lives came within fatigue scatter of the air tested
specimens and it was feared that there was no effect
of the environment. Fatigue testing was then
changed to a frequency of 0.2 Hz and a humidity
level of 90% RH. The thin salt specimens tested in
the 90% 0.2 Hz environment were expected to show
accelerated crack growth as compared to the laboratory air specimens. This is solely due to the presence of the sodium chloride deposited on the speci2
men surface. Since the 400 µg/cm salt loading was
developed to be an accelerated test, it would make
sense that the crack growth would be accelerated.
What was not expected was that the crack acceleration would be similar to full immersion crack growth
rates. It was expected that the thin film salt would
actually be more aggressive than full immersion and
show even more crack acceleration. To verify that
the salt film was hydrating and being transported
into the crack, fractured specimens were analyzed
post-test for evidence of salt ingress. Salt was seen
on the fracture surface of the specimen under SEM
observation and confirmed with EDS. Since sodium
was found on the fracture surface throughout the
fatigue crack region it is assumed that the salt was
transported from the specimen surface. The high
humidity levels that helped promote the surface wetting also reduced the concentration of the sodium
chloride solution. Thin salt films exhibit higher concentrations at lower relative humidity. Thus, when
the humidity was increased to promote surface wetting a byproduct was that the effective salt concentration was lowered. Now, couple the reduction in
test frequency to the increase in relative humidity
and the lack of difference in crack growth rates
makes sense. The possible explanation for the lack
of crack rate change could be the slowing down of
the test frequency. Slowing the test frequency effectively increases the effect that the environment has
on the crack tip. Therefore, the two parameters just
discussed, test frequency and relative humidity were
changed in opposite directions. Meaning that instead
of making a test environment more aggressive one
parameter was made more aggressive while the
other was made less aggressive. In this case, it was
the humidity level that was made less aggressive
while the decrease in test frequency allowed the en-

Laboratory air testing of open hole calibration specimens provided similar results to the SIPS data. Initial test development was capable of creating a calibration curve to relate the DCPD normalized voltage
to crack length. This method for crack length calibration is only considered valid for the open hole specimen geometry, tested at specific DPCD gain settings. Altering either the DCPD gain or specimen
geometry could require additional calibrations. It is
recommended that fracture surface marker measurements be taken to verify specimen calibration for
any change in specimen geometry or DCPD change.
Air data matched the SIPS data very well from approximately a ΔK of four through 11. Since these
fatigue tests are performed with more or less a constant applied load, the stress intensity is constantly
increasing. K controlled tests are possible, but the
amount of time to generate threshold data is beyond
the scope of this project and do not have as much
bearing on the practical crack growth rates observed
in the reported data. As a result, the stress intensity
rises too quickly above 11 to generate useful data
points before the ligament fractures ending the test.
The thresholds seen around four and 12 are artifacts
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vironment to be more effective at crack acceleration.
The end result was to have similar crack growth
rates for both 80% RH at 1 Hz and 90% RH at 0.2
Hz. Future testing will attempt to decouple these two
effects as well as test in alternating humidity as these have been proven even more severe.

false. By not nucleating cracks at the spot welds, the
use of copper lead wires gives an added advantage
due to the price, ease of spot welding, and durability
while exposed to aggressive environments. To alleviate part of the protective burden and to increase
durability of the DCPD lead wires, an effort to look at
the impact of multiple spot welds on the DCPD lead
wire sensitivity was also investigated. The result was
that multiple spot welds may be used for additional
durability, but will require additional test setup
throughout the test program as the calibration equations used to relate normalized DCPD voltage to
crack length are no longer valid once the normalized
DCPD voltage rises above 1.3 V/V. The added work
in developing a new calibration curve is not worth
the added labor expense unless durability of the
leads is in question.

Fatigue tests with thin salt over chromate also saw
no change in crack growth rate when compared to
0.06M sodium chloride full immersion data. Both
chromate sources were tied to realistic levels expected on an aircraft; however, these two levels may
not possess a high enough chromium content to inhibit crack growth. The epoxy primer contained 15%
by weight chromate and was considered to be representative of the typical chromate containing aircraft coating. It was originally thought that perhaps
the epoxy in the primer was trapping the chromate
and not allowing it to leech out into the crack. The
strontium chromate salt dissolved in water was
meant to avoid the epoxy influence in question.
However, since neither source of chromate saw a
change in crack growth rate, it is theorized that neither method may supply enough chromium to the
crack tip in order to slow the environmentally assisted crack growth. One additional point about the
chromate fatigue tests is that they appeared to possibly delay crack initiation. Looking at the last test
performed with strontium chromate there was no
change in the crack growth rate compared to the thin
salt specimens. However, the number of cycles to
failure were longer and approached air data suggesting a delay in crack nucleation. Additional testing will be required to fully investigate the nucleation
time.

Hand deposition of salt to create thin film salt layers
was accomplished by dissolving sodium chloride in
methanol and dispensing via pipet in known quantities to achieve a desired salt content on the specimen surface. The challenge was to coat the specimen surface with an even amount of salt. Ultimately
a combination of specimen heating and careful coverage of the salt solution allowed for an even coating
of salt to be deposited across the specimen surface.
Hand deposition of the chromate on the specimen
surface provided an equally challenging task. Chromate deposition was made difficult by the solubility
of the chromate into methanol. Because the solubility of chromate in methanol is so low, water had to be
used as the solvent. The use of water was required
in order to coat the specimens with an even layer of
chromate. To simulate aircraft relevant levels of
chromate, a water-based primer was used. To deposit the primer a brush was used to evenly coat the
specimen surface to a desired coating thickness. A
second source of chromate was used to provide a
higher concentration of chromate to the specimen
surface. Strontium chromate was dissolved near the
solubility limit in water and applied by pipet to the
specimen surface. The water borne chromate was
then forced to dry by heating the specimen to approximately 200 °F to promote faster water evaporation. This method presented challenges because of
the time consuming nature of the drying time required to evaporate the water and release the dissolved chromate.

CONCLUSION
The goal of this work was to develop a test method
to investigate the pit-to-crack transition in aluminum
alloy 7075. To that end, methods were developed
and expanded to increase both the usefulness and
performance of the test method. The investigation
into the use of copper DCPD lead wires found that
using 0.005 inch copper wire with an optimal spot
weld setting was more than sufficient to prevent
crack nucleation at the DCPD lead wire spot welds
for pits as small as 65 µm in radius. The previous
lead wire material was platinum, which has a higher
associated cost that makes specimen fabrication
needlessly expensive, but also exhibits poor galvanic corrosion performance when coupled with aluminum. Throughout fatigue testing conducted during
this work no specimen nucleated a crack at a spot
weld proving the earlier concerns of larger spot weld
damage sites due to the use of copper as being

Fatigue testing began with validation work of the
open specimen design in laboratory air. The crack
growth rate data captured with DCPD was compared
to previously reported air data collected in the
DARPA SIPS program. The air data collected using
the pit-to-crack methodology ultimately matched the
7075-T651 air data and was further validated by fa-
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tigue testing in full immersion. The full immersion
test data showed that the test method could also
capture the appropriate increase in crack growth
rate for aluminum fully immersed in salt water. The
next series of fatigue tests investigated the test
method’s ability to capture crack growth rates of atmospherically relevant thin salt films rehydrated by
humidity. Fatigue testing of thin salt films at 80 and
90% RH showed an increase in crack growth rate
over the air data, but comparisons to full immersion
data showed a similar crack acceleration, which was
unexpected as other research has shown the atmospheric thin film condition to be a more severe
test environment. It is not currently known why the
thin film data appears to be lower than expected, but
a couple of theories are that 1) the 90% RH testing
is too high of a humidity level and essentially allows
for too much ingress of hydrated salt which lowers
the concentration of Cl in the crack tip to full immersion levels subsequently showing cracking rates
similar to full immersion or 2) that there is some geometric effect that is stifling the ability of the short
crack length’s crack tip to wet and dry like the longer
crack lengths. Additional research will need to be
performed to answer this question. Fatigue testing
with chromates also produced fatigue crack growth
rates similar to full immersion in 0.06M NaCl. Two
levels of chromate were applied to fatigue specimen
surfaces and tested in 90% RH at 0.2 Hz. BR6747-1
with 15% chromate was used to simulate relevant
aircraft levels of chromate, while a solution of 4.7
mM strontium chromate was used as a theoretical
limit due to the solubility limit of chromate in water.
These two amount of chromate were used to bound
the test space. Both concentrations of chromate
produced fatigue crack growth rates that were similar to the full immersion testing. This was not expected as the chromate acts as a corrosion inhibitor
but at the small concentrations in this testing there
may not be sufficient chromium to inhibit the environmentally assisted crack growth.
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